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Abstract 
In this note, we bring to evidence some techniques that can be performed on PC grammar 
systems working with linear grammars. This allows us to show that the generative power of 
(centralized) PC grammar systems working with right-linear grammars is bigger than expected, 
and to prove closure properties of the families of languages generated by centralized PC grammar 
systems working with (right-)linear grammars, such as the closure under union and the closure 
under intersection with a rational set, and for centralized PC grammar systems working with 
right-linear grammars, the closure under product. @ 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
In the recent years, a lot of attention has been given to the questions concern- 
ing distribution, parallelism, concurrency and communication. Parallel communicat- 
ing grammar systems were introduced in [4] to mode1 parallelism. A Parallel Com- 
municating grammar system (PC grammar system for short) of degree n is a sys- 
tem of n grammars working on IZ distinct components, separately and simultaneously 
(one step of derivation is made on each component at a time), with the ability 
to insert on a query the string generated in one component into another one. This 
is achieved by adding query symbols to (usual) terminal and non-terminal symbols 
of the grammars, the appearance of a query symbol stopping the derivation process 
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until all queries are satisfied, i.e. the query symbol for component i is replaced by the 
string in the ith component, provided all query symbols have already been replaced in 
this component. The success of this model is attested by the great number of papers 
published about it, the existence of a book [2], and of a chapter in the recent Handbook 
of Formal Languages [3] devoted to grammar systems. In the book [2], several open 
problems and conjectures about PC grammar systems are quoted, reasserted in the 
chapter of the handbook [3]. We answer here to several of these questions. 
Let us fix our notations while recalling basic definitions on PC grammar systems. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with classical formal languages theory, as 
exposed for example in [5], and refer to [2,3] for more details on PC grammar 
systems. 
A grammar is a quadruple (A,N, P,S) where A is the terminal alphabet, N is the 
non-terminal alphabet, P is the set of rules, and S is the axiom. For any non-terminal B, 
we note B + w + w’ as a shorthand for the two rules B---f w and B--f w’. E denotes the 
empty word. 
Definition 1. A PC grammar system r of degree 12 is an (n + 3)-tuple r = (A, N, Q, Gt, 
. . . , G,,) where A is the terminal alphabet, N is the non-terminal alphabet, Q = (41, 
. . . ,qn} is the set of query symbols, and Gi = (A, Q,N,fi,Si) is a 5-tuple such that 
(A U Q, N,P;, Si) is a grammar with terminal alphabet A U Q, non-terminal alphabet N, 
set of rules Pi, and axiom Si. 
Definition 2. A PC grammar system is said to be centralized if query symbols only 
occur in the rules of the grammar of only one component, that we shall allways choose 
to be the first component. 
Definition 3. A configuration of a PC grammar system r = (A, N, Q, GI, . . . , Gn) is an 
n-tuple (at,..., c(,) of words in (AUNUQ)*. 
(Sl, . . . , S,) is the initial configuration. 
Definition 4. Let (c(t). . . , a,) be a configuration, and let i be some integer with 1 6 i d n 
such that cli E (A UN)". The substitution of the query symbol qi is then possible, and 
the result of this substitution is the configuration (M’, . . . , ct;) defined the following way: 
Vj # i : t$ = a(Mj), with (T the substitution on words defined by O(qi) = Cli and a(x) =x 
for all other symbols x. 
U: = S, - the PC grammar system is then said to work in returning mode, or 
MI = Cli - the PC grammar system is then said to work in nonretuming mode. 
A chain of query substitutions is the composition of possible substitutions of query sym- 
bols. We note ~((a,,.. .,a,)) or (~(a,),. . ., ~(a,)) the result on configuration (at,. . . , cw,,) 
of a maximal chain of query substitutions. There is then no query symbol left in 
any r(Mi). 
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Note that, if there is a cycle in the query calls, no substitution of the concerned 
query symbols is possible. We call this situation queries blocking. 
Definition 5. A synchronized derivation step of a PC grammar system r = (A, N, Q, GI , 
. . . ) G,,) is a relation over configurations of r, denoted =s, defined by (~1, 
. . ..cY.)=+(al,,. . . , ah) if and only if either there is a query symbol in some ai and 
there exists some maximal chain of substitutions of the query symbols such that 
(@i,..., al,)=r((cZ,,..., CL,,)), or there is no query symbol in any c+, and for all 1 <j <n, 
either U, + a$ is a derivation step in Gj, or OIj E A* and a$ = Ej. 
Definition 6. A valid derivation of order i for r is the composition of i derivation 
steps, and we note, as usual, +’ this composition, J* and jf the reflexive and 
transitive and the transitive closures of =s. 
Note that, besides the case of queries blocking, a derivation may stop if a compo- 
nent i contains a word wi E (A u N)” in which there remains non-terminals that are not 
the left member of a rule of the grammar Gi, and no other non-terminal that can be 
derived. We call this situation component blocking. 
Definition 7. Let r = (A, N, Q, Gl,. . . , Gn) be a PC grammar system. A word w E A* is 
generated by r if there exists some valid derivation starting from the initial configura- 
tion and leading to a configuration (w, ~2,. . . , a,). The first component, so particularized, 
is called the master component. In the centralized case, the other components are called 
slave components. 
The language generated by r, denoted L ,-, is the set of all words generated, i.e.: 
L~={wEA* I($ ,..., S,,)+*(w,a~ ,..., an)}. 
Note that, as far as languages generated are concerned, only successful1 derivations 
are considered, and we can in particular assume that no query q; appears in the rules 
of Gi, the application of such a rule leading obviously to a query blocking. In particular, 
this means that in the centralized case, no q1 symbol appears at all. 
TO 5-tuples Gi = (A, Q, N, Pi, Si) are attached grammars (A, N U Q, Pip;., Si). These gram- 
mars are the ones considered when it is said that a PC grammar system works with 
grammars belonging to a grammar family. If 29 denotes a grammar family, e.g. AZg for 
algebraic grammars, Qrt for quasi-rational grammars, Lin for linear grammars, Reg for 
right-linear grammars, we note [N][C]PC,($t?) the family of languages generated by 
[non-returning] [centralized] PC grammar systems with at most n components working 
with grammars in Y, and we drop the subscript n for PC grammar systems of arbitrary 
degree. 
For the sake of simplicity in the formulations in the proofs, we shall make the 
confusion between a Stuple Gi and a grammar attached to it and call Gi a 
grammar. 
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Now that we have settled these definitions, we can state our results more precisely. 
In the next section (Section 2), we bring to evidence the fact that, in the centralized 
PC grammar system model, and in both returning and non returning cases, a link can 
sometimes be done between rules employed in separated components. This is done by 
showing how, contrarily to the intuition, some specific languages can be generated: 
First, we disprove a conjecture of [2] that the language {a”b”c” 1 n 2 I}’ is not in 
CPC(AZg), by proving that it even belongs to NCPCT(Reg) n CPClo(Reg). Then we 
prove that the language {a”bmc”dm 1 n, m 3 l} can be generated by a centralized PC 
grammar system working with algebraic grammars, in both returning and non returning 
cases. This statement, conjectured false in [3], was already proved in [l], but we 
present a (short) alternative proof that helps understanding the techniques developed 
below. In the following section, we explicit the ideas we made use of in Section 2 by 
giving several constructions on centralized PC grammar systems working with (right- 
)linear grammars in the non returning mode. These constructions allow to prove several 
conjectures of [2,3] on the closures properties of these two families, namely we prove 
the closure under union and under intersection with rational sets of NCPC(Lin) and 
NCPC(Reg), and the closure under product of NCPC(Reg). 
2. On the generative power of centralized PC grammar systems 
In this section, we show how the two specific languages {a”b”c” 1 n> l}* and 
{a”bmc”dM 1 n,m > 1) can be generated by centralized PC grammar systems. We start 
by 
Proposition 1. The language {a”b”c” 1 n3 l}* belongs to NCPCT(Reg). 
The idea is of course, since the language L = {a”b”c” In 2 1) is not an algebraic 
language, to have several (three) components working in parallel to generate each of 
the two copies of L and one extra component, the master component, that asks at a 
first time for the result of the first ones, then of the second ones. So, there are two 
independant groups of at least two components that must generate letters simultaneously 
when they are in the same group, and independently of what is done in the other group. 
The difficulty is, if for example one delays the work of the second group of components 
(during the time that the components of the first group are running), that one has to 
make them all begin their effective production at the same time. This is achieved the 
following way: the transition between waiting rules (of Si -+Si type) and the rules 
producing letters is done through intermediaire symbols that are checked in the master 
component successively. This induces that these components have to be queried for 
twice, and to be sure that a component has not switch to the second step while another 
is at the first, the trick is to introduce a parity argument attached to each of these two 
queries. 
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Let r = (A,N, Q, Gi, . . . , G7) be the following PC grammar system of degree 7 with 
A = {a, b, C} and Gi = (A, Q,N,fi, Si). We define: 
P, ={S,--,S, tqz; &s+qj; s;--,q4; s&q5+sF; s+qs; 
T5 -+ q6; i-6 * q7; T7+T7+q5; u5-‘q6; u6+97; u7+E}, 
p2 = (S2 + aS2}, 
P3={S3+S;; S;+bS;}, 
fi = (S4 4 s;; s; --f s‘y; St + CSl}, 
P5 = {S5 + Si; Si -t S5 + T5; T5 + T,‘; T; + aT{; Ti’ ----f T; + Us; 
u5 + u,; u5 + u;/), 
P7 = {S7 + S;; S; --f S7 + T7; T, + T;; T; + CT;‘; T;’ + T; + U,; 
u7 + uj, u; + U7), 
One important feature about this system is the fact that the only non-terminals of G5 
that are left members of rules of PI are T5 and Us, and so in a successful1 derivation 
a query q5 can only be performed at a time when component 5 contains one of these 
non-terminals or a terminal string. In any derivation of Gg, there is only one step where 
the non-terminal T5 appears, and identiquely for Us, and no terminal string. So there 
can be at most two queries 45, and if there are two, the first one must be done at the 
time component 5 contains T5 and the second one at the time it contains Us. Due to 
the form of the rules in PI, there is at least one query 45. Similar statements hold for 
96 and q7. 
Suppose that at the first query of q5, component 5 contains Ts, it means that GS 
has made a derivation of even length. At the next step, in component 1 a query q6 is 
done, and the length of the derivation made by Gg must be odd. But in a derivation 
of Gg, U6 does not appears after a derivation of odd length, so it must be T6 that is 
on component 6, and similarly, at the next step, in component 1 a query q7 is done, 
and the length of the derivation made by G7 must be even. But in a derivation of 
G7, U7 does not appears after a derivation of even length, so it must be T7 that is on 
component 7. 
A successful1 valid computation begins the following way: 
for an odd n: 
(S,S2,..., ST)+* (a”bncnS~,a”f2S~,b”“S~,c”S~,S~,S~,S~) 
+ (a”b”Fq5, a”+3S2, b”+2Si, c”+‘ST, T5, S,, ST) 
=+ (anbncnT~,a”‘3S2,b”‘2S~,c”“S~,T5,S6,S7). 
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for an even n: 
(SI,&, . . . ,&) ** (unbncnSF, aw+2S2! b”+‘Sj, cnS4,S5,S6,S7) 
+ (anhncnS~‘,a”‘3S2,b”f2S~,~““S~,S~,S~,S~) 
+ (a”b”c”q5, a”+4S2, bnt3Sj, c”+*$‘, T,,S,,S,) 
=+ (utrbncnTs,a”+4S2, b”+3S3,cnt2Sq, T5,S,,S,). 
Then, it goes the following way in both cases (from now on, we do not write compo- 
nents 2,3,4): 
=S (unb”cnq6, -, -, -, T;, T6,S;) + (u”b”c”Tg, -, -, -, T,, T&) 
+ (a”b”c”q7, -, -, -,aT5/‘, T& T7) + (a”b”c”T7, -, -, -, aT<, T& T7) 
+ (anbncnT7, -, -, -,aT& bT,“, Ti) 
J* (a”b”d’T7, -, -, -,aP-’ Ti, bP_’ Tc, cP-* T,‘). 
Then, it ends the following way: 
=S (a”b”c”T7, -, -, -, aPT[, bp-’ T& cp-’ T7/1) 
+ (a”b”Fq5, -, -, -, aPUS, bPT~‘,cP-’ T$) 
+ (u”b”c”aPUg, -, -, -,aPUS, bPTt, cp-’ T,‘) 
* (anbncnuPq6, -, -, -,aPU;, bPUe,cPT,“) 
+ (anbncnaPbPU~, -, -, -,aPU5, bPU6,@Ty) 
+ (anbncnaPq7, -, -, -,aPU~,bPU&cPU~) 
3 (anbncnapbpCpU,,-,-,-,aPU,,bPU6,CPU,) 
+ (anbncnaPbPcJ’, -, -, -,aJ’U~,bPU~,cPU~). 
From the above arguments, this is the only kind of successful1 derivation. 0 
We now consider the returning mode: 
Proposition 2. The language {anbnc” 1 n > l}’ belongs to CPClo(Reg). 
The above proof has to be modified in the returning mode case, because one can- 
not control that a nonterminal symbol will appear only once in a component that is 
queried for twice, since restarting from the axiom, one may perform twice the same 
derivation. To solve the problem, we duplicate the components dedicated to the first 
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occurrence of L to treat separately the case when n is even and the case when n is 
odd. Let P = (A, N, Q, G1, .. . , Gra) be the following PC grammar system of degree 10 
with A = {a, b, C} and Gi = (A, Q, N, Pi,Si). We define: 
Tsr’qG Tr’q7; TI-T,‘+qs; T;+T7; 
ph={S6+S;+T6; S;+&; T6-‘T;; T;+bT;‘; T,“-T;+U6; 
us 4 u;; u; + u;>, 
P7={&4;; s; +S,+T7; T7+T7/; T;-CT,“; T;‘-T,‘+U7; 
u, ---$ u;; u; + lJ;>, 
p9 = {s9 - s;; S; + bS;},), 
The first time the query qs is done, Gs has done a derivation of even length, so that 
only T, can be the contents of component 5 in a successful1 derivation. The rest of- 
the proof goes along the same lines as in the previous proof. 0 
We now prove: 
Proposition 3. The language {a”bmc”dm 1 n,m 2 1) belongs to [N]CPC9(Alg). 
Here, we use a non linear grammar in the master component. Hence, a parity ar- 
gument cannot be used. With an algebraic grammar it is possible to query for two 
components simultaneously, but the difficulty is to query after a delay for the two 
others simultaneously. The trick is to use the component blocking ability to be sure 
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that one of the two is queried for only at the end, so that the second one has to be 
done just before. 
Let r = (A, N, Q, Cl,. . , Gs) be the following PC grammar system of degree 9 with 
A = {a, b,c,d} and Gj = (A, Q, N,fl,,$). We define: 
P2 = {S2 + aS2), 
P3 = {s3 -+ W), 
P9={S9+S;; S$-,dS$+S;; S,$‘+S;‘}. 
One important feature about this system is the fact that when the rule & + q4 is 
performed, component 4 must contain at this moment the non-terminal S& and there 
can be only one derivation step before the blocking of component 4 (a similar state- 
ment holds for component 9) so that all the rules Ss ---) Ss + q2 and SZ + E must 
have been performed before. It can then easily be checked that components 1 to 
5 allow to generate the language: {u”bmc”dm 1 n >rn 2 l}, and components 1 and 6 
to 9 the language: {a”bmc”dm 1 man 2 l}. As all components 1 to 9 may never 
block, rules S1 4 Si + qjq5 + q6qg allow to get the union of these two languages, 
i.e. {a”bmc”d” / n,m 3 1). 
As there is only one query for each component, the language generated is the same 
in both returning and non returning mode. 0 
3. Closure operations 
In this section, we apply the ideas we made use of in the preceding section to prove 
the closure under union of NCPC(Lin) and NCPC(Reg), (it is already known [2], in 
the non centralized case, that the families [N]PC(?J), for 9 E {Alg, Qrt,Lin,Reg} are 
closed under union). This result, together with the general construction we give of the 
closure under intersection with one class (for the syntactic congruence) rational sets, 
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implies the closure under intersection with rational sets of these families. We then 
prove the closure under product of the family NCPC(Reg). 
Let us review the constructions that have been used in the previous section: 
Construction 1. Finite delay before a component starts. 
If Gi = (A, Q, N, Pi, Si) is the grammar of the component to be delayed of k steps, 
k new symbols DI, . . . ,Dk are added to the non-terminals, the axiom S; is changed to 
Dk, and the set of rules {Dj +Dj-l 1 1 <j bk} U (01 4 Si} is added to &. 
Construction 2. Controlling the Iength of derivations of linear grammars mod p. 
If r=(A,N,Q,G ,,..., G,) is a PC grammar system working with linear grammars, 
we add, for each rule S + w of each grammar, p - 1 new symbols &,I). . . , SW,,_ 1, 
and replace rule S -+ w by the set of rules {S t S,, p_ 1) U {Sw,j --) S’w,j_ 1 1 1 <j < p} U 
{SW, 1 -+w}. 
Construction 3. Non-bounded delay before several components start together in a 
CPC grammar system working with linear grammars in non-returning mode. 
If p components {il, . . . , i,,} are involved, we first control the length of deriva- 
tions mod p + 1. For each Gi = (A, Q, N,P;,$) of these involved components, 2p + 1 
new symbols Di,o, . . . , Di,p, Di,o, . . . , D&l are added to the non-terminals, the ax- 
iom Si is changed to Di, ,,, and the set of rules {D;,j -+ Di,j- 1 + Di,j_l / 0 <j < p} U 
{D~,o + Di, p} U {D:,j + D:,j- 1 I 0 -=j < P> U {D& --) Si} is added to P;:. Then all other 
components are delayed of p + 1 steps. Suppose that, at the time the delayed compo- 
nents should start, there is a string in the master component with one non-terminal S 
and in the original PC grammar system a rule S --) w is about to be performed. Then 
the set of rules {S --) qi, ; D:,,,_, + qi2 ; . . . ; Di,_ ,, , + qi,; Di,,o ---f w} is added to the 
grammar of the first component. 
Note that this construction can be done with a control mod p’ on the length of the 
derivations for any p’ > p. 
Applied on all the components but the master one, this construction derives from a 
CPC grammar system working with linear grammars in non returning mode a new CPC 
grammar system working with linear grammars in non returning mode, generating the 
same language, having the property that for each component there exists a non blocking 
derivation. This is the missing argument in the previous tentatives to solve the closure 
under union problem. 
We are ready to prove: 
Theorem 1. The families NCPC(Lin) and NCPC(Reg) are closed under union. 
Let L and M be two languages generated by two CPC grammar systems of de- 
grees n and n’ respectively, working with (right-)linear grammars. We suppose the 
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nonterminal alphabets disjoint and set p = Max{n, n’}. We first construct a PC gram- 
mar system r from the first PC grammar system adding a non bounded delay on 
all components (that are not the master one) with a control mod p on the length 
of the derivations as above, and a PC grammar system r’ from the second sim- 
ilarly. Then, we construct a new CPC grammar system of degree II + II’ - 1 the 
standard way: components 2 to n are the same as in r, components n + 1 to N + 
IZ’ - 1 are the same as components 2 to n’ in r’, and the master component contains 
rules {SO+WISI -~EP,}U{S~~S(W))SI~WEP:}UPI U{S+S(W)IS+WEPI}, 
where SO is a new non-terminal symbol, and s(w) is obtained from w by a shift on 
the names of the query symbols. 
This new CPC grammar system works with (right-)linear grammars and generates 
the language L UM. 0 
In the centralized case, with regards to the (component) blocking phenomena, we 
may mention two special cases: the case when in all slave components there exists some 
non blocking derivation (a situation we took above widely benefit of), and the case 
when in all slave components all derivations are non blocking. This is for example the 
case for the following PC grammar system r = (A,N, (2, Gt, . . , G4) with A = {a, b, c} 
and Gi = (A,Q,N,e:,Si): 
Pl={sl-+sl+q2; s2+93; sj+q4; sy+e>, 
P2 = (S2 + as2>, 
generating L = {a”b”c’ 1 n 3 l}. 
In this last case a lot of problems vanish, and, for example, we have been able to 
construct a CPC grammar system generating the product of L by another language (L 
itself in the example treated in the previous part). 
We shall now prove that, for CPC grammar systems working with (right-)linear 
grammars, it is always possible to suppose this nice situation: 
Proposition 4. Any language in NCPC(Lin) (resp. in NCPC(Reg)) can be generated 
by a never blocking CPC grammar system working with linear (resp. right-linear) 
grammars in non returning mode. 
What is the purpose of component blocking, when it is usefull, as for example in 
the PC grammar system given to generate the language {a”bmc”dm 1n,m 3 l}? It is 
used in a slave component to prevent from a too long derivation after the last query 
for this component has been done. So, in this component, say number i, there is some 
non-terminal S that has been imported in the master component, and that cannot be 
derived in G, more than a finite number of steps. The idea is then to limit the number 
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of steps of derivation that can be performed from this non-terminal in Gr instead of in 
Gi, while liberating the possible length of the derivations in Gi starting from S. If the 
master component does not query for another component in the meantime, the matter 
is then easily settled, since working with linear grammars, there is always at most one 
non-terminal in each component of any configuration, so that S is the only non-terminal 
in the master component, and the number of steps is effectively limited. Otherwise, as 
it happens in the following example, there remains a problem to be solved: 
T=(A,NQ,G,..., Gs) with A={a,b,c} and G,=(A,Q,N,Pi,Si): 
P2 = (S2 --f aS2>, 
P3 = (S3 -tS3 + T3; T3 ---f T;; T; -+ U3; U, ---f U;; U; ---) W3} 
generating {a”c ( n > l} U {a”ba”+*c 1 n > l} U {~~ba~+*bu~+~c 1 n > l}. 
Indeed, when T3 appears in component one, there are only four effective steps pos- 
sible to go, and when Us appears in component one, there remains only two effective 
steps possible to go, but the query q2 prevents from counting down in the first com- 
ponent with the non-terminal names as one would expect. How to keep track in these 
conditions of the number of remaining steps to go? The trick is then to control the 
length of derivations mod p where p is greater than the maximal number of steps to 
count down (construction 2) to perform a shift so that the non-terminal obtained by 
a query is a new non-terminal (that is, a non-terminal not in the original grammar) 
whose name indicates how many steps remain to be performed, and for these new 
non-terminals, to make every p steps of the new system (corresponding to one step of 
the former system) a shift (performing p+ 1 steps instead of p). Now that the blocking 
situations have been transfered to the master component, we can add for each blocking 
non-terminal in this master component a rule leading to a looping new non-terminal. 
Construction 4. Non-blocking CPC grammar system working with linear grammars 
in non-returning mode. 
Let p be an integer equal to the maximal number of steps to count down be- 
fore there is a blocking of a component for all the non-terminals leading to such 
blocking situation and that can be in the string when a query of this component 
is done. The first step of the construction is to apply construction 2 to control the 
length of the derivations mod p. Each rule S -+ w is replaced by the sequence of rules 
s-S(P-1). ,...; s(i) -+pI);...; SC’) + w. Note that, at this stage, only non-terminals 
of the original grammars may appear in the master component. In the second step, loops 
are introduced in the slave components to be continuations of the blocking situations. 
In the third step, for all non-terminals that are blocking a slave component in the 
original grammar and appearing in the master component, we proceed the following 
way: if i is the number of steps before there is a blocking in the original system, then 
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the sequence of rules starting from this non-terminal in the master component is made 
longer of p - i steps. Hence, the next query will call for some S(j) instead of S in 
the original system. So, at this stage, new non-terminals SC’) may appear in component 
one. The next step consists in, for each S ci) that may appear in component one, adding 
=(&J--l) 
a sequence of length p + I of rules: SC’) +S ;...; $i)+F(i--l?..; $O)+ 
In the last step, we add a loop for all blocking non-terminals that are in the master 
component. 
Let us illustrate this construction for our example: 
First, we control the length of derivations mod4 of P: 
P, = {S, ‘S, (3); $3) +s(2). $2) ,s(l). $1) +s, + q2. I I’ 1 191 9 
-_(3). 43) 
s2-‘s2 9 s, 
--j $2). $2) +p, -p 
2T 2 29 2 + bq3 + c; 
T3+T3 > 3 
-(3). T(3) ---f T(2). T(2) 4T(l). T(l) 
39 3 39 3 --)q2; 
33). -_(3) 
u33 u3 > u3 
--) 32’. 7y2’,+‘). $1’ 




9 s2 -4 $2); $2’ + s,‘); sf + aS2}, 
P3 = {S3 -+S,(3); Si3’ +S3(2); (2) S, +S;‘); S;” +S3 + T3; 
(3). 
T3 4 T, 2 3 
Tc3) --f Tc2). Tc2) ---f T(l). T(‘) ~ T/. 
3’ 3 3’ 3 39 
/(3). l(3) 
T; - T3 , T3 
/(2). 
+ T3 , T3 
/(2) --$ T/U). f(,) 
3 ) T3 + u3; 
(3). 
u3- u3 Y 3 
u(3) 3 u(2). u(2) --f UC,). #ly) --) (IJI. 
3’ 3 3’ 3 39 
l(3). /(3) 
u; --) u3 , u3 
l(2). t(2) 
----t u3 , u3 
/(,I. I(,) 
+ u3 9 u3 -+ w31. 
Second, the blocking component is liberated: 
P3={S343 9 3 
(3). ‘$3) ,S(2). S32)4(i). S(‘) +S3 + T3. 
3 ’ 3’3 > 
T3 --f Ti3); Ti3’ -_, T,‘); Ti2’ -+ T,(l); T;” -+ T;; 
l(3). 
T; --f T3 , T3 
l(3) --f T/(2). Td2) /(I). I(,) 
3 ) 3 + T3 , T3 + u3; 
(3). 
u33 u3 1 3 
u(3) --f U(2). ($2) --) (J(,). UC,) --f u,; 
3’ 3 3’ 3 
l(3). l(3) 
u; --f u3 , u3 
l(2). /(2) 
---f u3 , u3 
/(I). /(,I 
+ u3 > u3 -+ w3; w3 --+ W3). 
Third, queries are shifted in the master component: 
P, = {S, --f s, (3); S(3) --) S(2). $2) ~ S(1). S,(l) ~ S, + q2. I 19 1 1 7 5 
s2-+s2 , s, 
-_(3). -(3) -s(2). -_(2) +p. p 
2 9 s2 29 2 -+ bq3 + c; 
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T3 + -_(4). T, , -_(4) T, AT(3). 39 T(3) *T(2), 39 T(2) 3 --tT(u. 39 T(l) 3 -92; 




39 3 +ti31); 77y + 92). 
Next, shifts are performed in the master component for the newly called for non- 
terminals: 
P, = {S, -+s, (3); $3) _$2). ~(2)+~I(‘); p_s, fq2. I ’ 1 9 
s2+s* > 2 
-_(3). $3) +s(2). s(2) *p. p 
29 2 29 2 -+ bq3 + c; 
T3-)T3 , 
-_(4). T(4) -_(3). -(3) 
3 --tT3 9 T3 
*T(2). T_(2)+T(U. T’u 
39 3 39 3 492; 
-6) -6) 
u3 -+ u, ; u, 
+p. $5’_$4’. 77(4’9+3’. 
39 3 39 3 3 ) 
-3) 
u3 -+u3 9 
-+2). 77c2’ 
3 -,U3 ) 
-1). $’ 
3 -92; 
$3) --f $2); $a +gp; $) ~ p. F:“’ 
2 2 5 + bq, + c; 
u(2) 52) =(2) =(I) =(I) =w do) 
3 -‘u, ; CT, -+u, ; (I, -‘u, ; u, -+q2; 
$1) --f $2) 
2 2 1. 
Last, we add a loop in the master component for blocking non-terminals: 
P, = {S, --t s, (3); $3) +s(2). s(2) +s(‘). $1) +sl + q2’ 1 1’ I 1’ I 2 
s2+s, -_(3). 9 $3) -_(2) 2 +S2 -_(2). 9 82 &l). 2, -p 2 ---) bq3 + c; 
T3+T3 > 3 
-x4). T(4) &3). T_(3) +_T(2). T_(2) +TW. p 
39 3 3, 3 3, 3 -92; 
-6) +6) 
u3 + u, ; u, + u, , 
--t5). $5’ --c4) -_(4) 
3 + u, ; u, 
+$3’. 
3 3 
7f3’&2’. u(2) +-Jt”. rr”’ 
3 3? 3 3 1 3 492; 
s’3’ +s(2). z(2) +s(l). sw +g(O). a’O’ 
2 29 2 2a 2 29 2 --f bq3 + c; 
j-J(2) --) $32); $2’ 
Al) Al) do) do) 
3 3 +u, ; u, -)u, ; u, -92; 
su)--t$2). 
2 2 9 W3-‘W3). 
In [2], a proof is given of the closure under intersection with a rational set for 
non centralized PC grammar systems working with algebraic (resp. linear, right-linear) 
grammars. The problem is stated open in the centralized case. The following standard 
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construction (which holds for both returning and non-returning mode) derives from 
a CPC grammar system working with algebraic grammars and generating a language 
L, and from a one-class (for the syntactic congruence) rational set K, a new CPC 
grammar system generating a language included in the language L n K, which equals 
this language when the system obtained never blocks. 
Construction 5. CPC grammar system working with algebraic grammars for the 
intersection with a one class rational set. 
Let K be a one-class (for the syntactic congruence) rational set, and r = (A, N, Q, GI, 
. . . , Gn) with Gi = (A, Q, N, Pi, Si) a CPC grammar system of degree n working with 
algebraic grammars and generating a language L. Let p be the index of the syntactic 
congruence. We note [w] the member of the syntactic congruence corresponding to the 
class of uj. Let ma be the element such that K = [mol. 
First we duplicate p times all non-terminals by adding a superscript m being a 
member of the syntactic congruence, and same for the query symbols. Each grammar 
Gi is also duplicated in the same way, leading to grammars G,” = (A, Q, N, P,‘, Sy) where 
Pi = {S” --f w(J; . ..w~.T~w~(S~WOT~...W~,TX_W~EP~, with WiEA*, riENUQ,and 
s = [wo]st . . . [wk,]sk[w’k]}. Then we duplicate p times all components correspondingly, 
except the master one which has grammar Gy . 
Clearly, if w is generated by this new PC grammar system, it must be in L n K. If 
there is no parasite blocking on a component, a classical induction proves the converse 
inclusion. 
In the case of a centralized PC grammar system working with (right-)linear gram- 
mars, this construction gives a PC grammar system of the same nature, and it is then 
possible to apply to it the never blocking construction above. We get a never blocking 
centralized PC grammar system working with (right-)linear grammars generating the 
language L n K. 
Since any rational set is a finite union of classes of its syntactic congruence, and as 
these two families are closed under union, we get their closure under intersection with 
a rational set. Hence: 
Theorem 2. The families NCPC,,(Lin) and NCPC,,(Reg) are closed under intersection 
with rational sets. 
Combining the previous arguments, we also prove: 
Theorem 3. The family NCPC(Reg) is closed under product. 
Let L and A4 be two languages generated by two CPC grammar systems r and 
r’ of degrees n and 12’ respectively, working with right-linear grammars in the non 
returning mode. We can suppose that the first one is a never blocking PC grammar 
system. We also suppose the non-terminal alphabets disjoint (in particular, the axiom 
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Si of the grammar of the master component of the second PC grammar system never 
occurs in the first one). 
First, we construct from r’ a new CPC grammar system Y” generating M, by setting 
an unbounded delay on all slave components of r’. 
Then, we construct from r a new CPC grammar system r”’ generating L.Si, the 
following way: 
We transform all rules S + w with w E A*, where S is any non-terminal, into 
S + wSi (and leave the other rules unchanged), and add to each slave component 
the rule Sl-+ Si. 
Clearly, r “’ is a CPC grammar system working with right-linear grammars. Hence 
Sl can only occur once in a string, and if it occurs, it is the rightmost symbol of 
the string. It is also clear that if in r a derivation produces a string f in A*, the 
corresponding derivation in r”’ produces the string fSi. 
From Y”’ and r” we construct a new CPC grammar system of degree IZ + n’ - 1 
the standard way: 
_ components 2 to n are the same as in Y”‘, 
_ components n + 1 to n + YZ’ - 1 are the same as components 2 to IZ’ in Y”, 
_ the master component contains the union of the rules of the master component of 
r”’ and of the rules of the master component of r”, up to a shift on the names of 
the query symbols; the axiom is the axiom of the master component of Y”‘. 
The new CPC grammar system works with right-linear grammars and generates the 
language L.M in non-returning mode. 0 
4. Conclusion 
In this note, we have evidenced the fact that the generative power of centralized 
PC grammar systems working with right-linear grammars is larger that one would 
expect (Propositions 1 and 2). This has been made possible by the introduction of 
some techniques taking advantage of the fact that there is at most one non-terminal 
in any string generated by a linear grammar, techniques that allow to fire several 
components almost simultaneously after an unbounded delay. We have also show how 
the blocking component ability can be used in a crucial way in the non linear case 
(Proposition 3). Expliciting the techniques, we have developed several constructions 
that show, in particular, how in the linear case it is allways possible to get rid of 
component blocking (Proposition 4). They allow to prove several closure properties 
for PC grammar systems working with linear grammars. Our constructions appear to 
be specific to the linear case, and we do not see how they could be extended in a 
more general case. Even in the linear case, there remains some argument to find to 
be able to prove the closure under product of NCPC(Lin), if this is true. Concerning 
the closure under star operation, we think it unlikely that NCPC(Rey) could be closed 
under this operation. 
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